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ABSTRACT

Context. Disk winds are an important mechanism for accretion and disk evolution around young stars. The accreting intermediate-
mass T-Tauri star RY Tau has an active jet and a previously known disk wind. Archival optical and new near-infrared observations of
the RY Tau system show two horn-like components stretching out as a cone from RY Tau. Scattered light from the disk around RY Tau
is visible in the near-infrared, but not seen at optical wavelengths. In the near-infrared, dark wedges separate the horns from the disk,
indicating that we may see the scattered light from a disk wind.
Aims. We aim to test the hypothesis that a dusty disk wind could be responsible for the optical effect in which the disk around RY Tau
is hidden in the I band, but visible in the H band. This could be the first detection of a dusty disk wind in scattered light. We also want
to constrain the grain size and dust mass in the wind and the wind-launching region.
Methods. We used archived Atacama-Large-Millimetre-Array (ALMA) and Spectro-Polarimetric High-contrast Exoplanet REsearch
(SPHERE) I band observations combined with newly acquired SPHERE H band observations and available literature to build a simple
geometric model of the RY Tau disk and disk wind. We used Monte Carlo radiative transfer modelling MCMax3D to create comparable
synthetic observations that test the effect of a dusty wind on the optical effect in the observations. We constrained the grain size and
dust mass needed in the disk wind to reproduce the effect from the observations.
Results. A model geometrically reminiscent of a dusty disk wind with small micron to sub-micron-sized grains elevated above the
disk can reproduce the optical effect seen in the observations. The mass in the obscuring component of the wind has been constrained
to 1 × 10−9 M⊙ ≤ M ≤ 5 × 10−8 M⊙, which corresponds to a mass-loss rate in the wind of about ∼1 × 10−8 M⊙ yr−1.
Conclusions. A simple model of a disk wind with micron to sub-micron-sized grains elevated above the disk is able to prevent stellar
radiation to scatter in the disk at optical wavelengths while allowing photons to reach the disk in the near-infrared. Estimates of mass-
loss rate correspond to previously presented theoretical models and points towards the idea that a magneto-hydrodynamic-type wind is
the more likely scenario.

Key words. protoplanetary disks – radiative transfer – stars: individual: RY Tau – stars: winds, outflows

1. Introduction

The structure and evolution of protoplanetary disks (PPDs) is
important for understanding planet formation. Spatially resolved

observations of nearby young stars in scattered light at infrared
and sub-millimetre wavelengths routinely observe disks with
structures such as gaps, rings, and spiral arms (Andrews et al.
2018; Garufi et al. 2020; Benisty et al. 2022). These structures
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are results of processes that ultimately lead to the dispersal of
the disk within a few million years (Cieza et al. 2007; Alexander
et al. 2014). Many mechanisms have been proposed as expla-
nations for the structures seen in the observations, including
accretion, gravitational instability, planet formation, planet–disk
interaction, photo-evaporation, and ice lines (see Andrews et al.
2018 for an overview).

Photo-evaporative (PE) and magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD)
disk winds are two mechanisms where material is launched
from the disk surface. In the case of PE winds, the gas is
heated by ionizing radiation from the star. The wind is then
driven and accelerated by the thermal gradient, dragging along
dust particles that are well-coupled to the gas. Depending on
the type of ionizing radiation, the mass-loss rate in the disk
varies from ∼1 × 10−10 M⊙ yr−1 for extreme-ultraviolet (EUV)
radiation (Hollenbach et al. 1994; Font et al. 2004) to about
1 × 10−8 M⊙ yr−1 to 1 × 10−7 M⊙ yr−1 for far-ultraviolet (FUV;
Adams et al. 2004; Gorti & Hollenbach 2009) and X-ray radia-
tion (Ercolano et al. 2009, 2021; Owen et al. 2012, 2010; Picogna
et al. 2019, 2021; Franz et al. 2022a). In numerical simulations,
the grain sizes entrained in PE winds are typically ∼1–2µm in
radius (Owen et al. 2010; Booth & Clarke 2021) with an upper
limit of ∼10µm (Franz et al. 2020) for X-ray driven winds.

In the case of a magnetically driven wind, the presence of a
weak magnetic field, together with a differentially rotating disk,
creates a magnetic pressure gradient that drives the wind. The
MHD wind extracts angular momentum from the disk when the
gas follows outwards along the magnetic field lines, driving disk
accretion. The launch mechanism is also thought to be responsi-
ble for high-velocity jet outflows (Casse & Keppens 2002; Zanni
et al. 2007; Tzeferacos et al. 2009; Sheikhnezami et al. 2012;
Fendt & Sheikhnezami 2013). Semi-analytical calculations of
dust transport in MHD winds allow grains up to 1µm to be
entrained in the MHD wind (Giacalone et al. 2019). Mass-loss
rates of MHD winds are expected to be of the same order of
magnitude as accretion rates (Bai & Stone 2013; Hasegawa et al.
2022). Tracing and diagnosing the disk winds could be the key
to understanding disk evolution in the context of observed low
turbulence values (Flaherty et al. 2015, 2017, 2018, 2020).

By using velocity shifts in emission lines of ionic, atomic,
and molecular species, out-flowing material from young stars
can be identified (Edwards et al. 1987). Jet and micro-jet out-
flows can be traced in the high-velocity component of optical
forbidden lines, while the slower disk wind can be traced in
the low-velocity component of the line (Hartigan et al. 1995;
Rigliaco et al. 2013; Natta et al. 2014). Winds can also be stud-
ied using molecular lines such as [NeII] (Pudritz et al. 2007;
Panoglou et al. 2012) and CO (Klaassen et al. 2013).

The presence of an outflow from RY Tau is well known
from infrared spectroscopy (Giovanardi et al. 1991), combined
spectroscopic and photometric observations (Babina et al. 2016;
Yasui et al. 2019), high-resolution optical and infrared spectra
(Gangi et al. 2020), and high-resolution M-band spectroscopy
(Banzatti et al. 2022). Banzatti et al. (2022) observe a high-
and a low-velocity component in the M-band spectra and inter-
pret this as a high-velocity jet and a low-velocity disk wind
originating from the inner disk. This opens up the possibil-
ity that the dust producing this scattered light signature may
be coming from a dusty disk wind instead of the remains
of an infalling envelope. Dust coupled to the gas in the disk
winds could indeed be observed in scattered light at optical
and near-infrared wavelengths. By combining archival obser-
vations by SPHERE/ZIMPOL (Zurich IMaging POLarimeter;

Beuzit et al. 2019; Schmid et al. 2018), sub-millimetre observa-
tions by Atacama Large Millimetre Array (ALMA), and newly
acquired near-infrared observations by SPHERE/IRDIS (Infra-
Red Dual-band Imager and Spectrograph; Dohlen et al. 2008),
we discuss the possible scattered light detection of the RY Tau
disk wind.

The paper is structured in the following way: in Sect. 2
we present the stellar properties of RY Tau. We subsequently
describe the observations, including both the archival data and
the new observations, in Sects. 3 and 4. We perform measure-
ments and analyse our data in preparation for the disk model
in Sect. 5, and the radiative transfer modelling is described in
Sect. 6. We go on to discuss our result in Sect. 7 and summarize
our conclusions in Sect. 8.

2. RY Tau, stellar properties

RY Tau is an intermediate mass T Tauri star with a surface tem-
perature of Teff = 5945 K ± 142.5 (Calvet et al. 2004). Using
archival photometry, Valegård et al. (2021) determined the lumi-
nosity to be L = 11.97 L⊙, the mass M = 1.95 M⊙, and the age
4 Myr by fitting a Kuruz stellar model to photometry based on
the HIPPARCOS distance. RY Tau is in the late stage of enve-
lope dispersal and is surrounded both by an associated extended
nebulosity as well as remains of the envelope close to the star
(Nakajima & Golimowski 1995; Takami et al. 2013). RY Tau is
optically variable with occasional dimming similar to the UX Ori
type variable stars where material in the inner disk leads to vari-
able extinction (Babina et al. 2016). It is also a strong variable
X-ray source (Skinner et al. 2016) with an optically bright jet
(Cabrit et al. 1990; Schegerer et al. 2008; Agra-Amboage et al.
2009; Coffey et al. 2015; Schmid et al. 2018; Garufi et al. 2019).

The distance estimate from Gaia Early Data Release 3 is
∼138 pc (Gaia Collaboration 2016, 2021). The quality of the
parallax, however, is not optimal due to surrounding associated
nebulosity1. Comparing this with HIPPARCOS puts RY Tau at
a distance of 133 pc and the proper motion further strengthens
its membership in the Taurus star-forming region (∼140 pc),
(Garufi et al. 2019). In this work, we use the HIPPARCOS
distance for RY Tau.

3. Observations and data reduction

3.1. SPHERE/IRDIS

RY Tau was observed with SPHERE/IRDIS in dual-beam polari-
metric imaging (DPI; de Boer et al. 2020; van Holstein et al.
2020) on 17 December 2019. The observations were carried out
in the H band with a coronagraphic mask of radius 92.5 mas
(Carbillet et al. 2011; Guerri et al. 2011), centred on the photo-
centre of the primary star. The observations consisted of 17
polarimetric cycles, each containing four exposures taken at
half-wave-plate switch angles 0◦, 45◦, 22.5◦, and 67.5◦. The
individual frame exposure time was set to 32 s, resulting in
a total integration time of 36.3 min. The average seeing dur-
ing the observations was 0.88′′ and the coherence time of the
atmosphere was 5.8 ms.

The data were reduced using the publicly available IRDIS
Data reduction for Accurate Polarimetry (IRDAP) pipeline
(van Holstein et al. 2020). IRDAP performed image cleaning
with static flat-field frames and a bad-pixel mask and subtracted
sky calibration frames, taken as part of the RY Tau observation

1 See technical note GAIA-C3-TN-LU-LL-124-01 in the Gaia DR2
release documentation.
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Fig. 1. Images of RY Tau showing the observational data used in this paper. North is up and west is to the right. Leftmost panels: observations by
the SPHERE/ZIMPOL I band. Middle panels: SPHERE/IRDIS H band. Rightmost panels: ALMA Band 6. Structures as described in Sect. 4 for
the I band: (a) north-horn structure, (b) south-horn structure, and (c) disk normal. Structures as described in Sect. 4 for the H band: (1) disk-major
axis, (2) north-horn structure, (3) south-horn structure, (4) disk normal, (5) north wedge, and (6) south wedge.

sequence. Images were then re-centred on the stellar position,
using dedicated centre calibration frames, which show symmet-
ric spots around the stellar position and which were introduced
by the deformable mirror of the adaptive-optics (AO) system.
Subsequently, IRDAP performed polarimetric differential imag-
ing (Kuhn et al. 2001) to subtract the stellar light from the
images, while retaining the polarized light that scattered from the
circumstellar disk. IRDAP then used its built-in Mueller-matrix
model to correct the data for instrumental polarization and polar-
ization crosstalk. Finally, it computed images of the azimuthal
Stokes parameters Qϕ and Uϕ (Schmid et al. 2006), following the
definitions of de Boer et al. (2020). The remaining stellar polar-
ization halo was subtracted following the approach by Canovas
et al. (2011), using a measuring annulus centred on the bright
speckle pattern at the AO correction radius. The resulting image
of the disk is shown in Fig. 1.

3.2. Archival SPHERE/ZIMPOL

The observations in the I′ band (λc = 790 nm) were published
in Garufi et al. (2019). We used their processed data and only
briefly summarize the observation and data reductions strategy.
The observations were performed with the SPHERE sub-
instrument ZIMPOL in the differential polarimetric imaging
mode, alternating between two de-rotator orientations with a 60◦
difference and additional dithering. The observation sequence

consisted of alternating slow and fast polarimetry mode obser-
vations. The former allowed for long individual exposures with a
high signal-to-noise ratio in the outer disk region, while the latter
aimed to resolve the innermost disk region, with short exposures.
For the slow-polarimetric observations, a Lyot coronograph with
a diameter of 155 mas was inserted into the beam to mask the
central star. Individual frame integration times of 50 s and 20 s
were used for the slow- and fast-polarimetric modes, respec-
tively. The standard reduction used in Avenhaus et al. (2014) and
Garufi et al. (2016) was used to process the DPI observations to
obtain the final Stokes parameters Q and U as well as the polar-
ized intensity PI and the azimuthal Stokes parameters Qϕ and
Uϕ. In this work, we only make use of the Qϕ image.

3.3. Archival ALMA

The ALMA observations were taken in ALMA Band 6 (λc =
1.3 mm) and were published in Long et al. (2018). The image
presented in this work comes from a data reduction by Francis &
van der Marel (2020).

3.4. Photometry

The photometry used for fitting the spectral energy distribution
(SED) was obtained from the literature and existing photometri-
cal catalogues and archives. When multiple measurements were
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found for the same wavelength, the brightest measurement was
used. The fluxes and references to the data are found in Table A.1
of the appendix.

4. RY Tau in observations

At sub-millimetre wavelengths, the ALMA observations show
a highly inclined disk where the disk extends out to ∼70 AU.
The inner ∼10 AU has a very low flux, which is consistent with
a cavity devoid of millimetre-sized grains. In the outer disk, a
narrow gap can be seen at a distance of ∼45 AU (Fig. 1, rightmost
panel).

The two scattered light images are strikingly different, even
though the wavelength changes only by a factor of 2 from the
I band to the H band. In the I band image (Fig. 1, leftmost
panel), two almost symmetric horn-like features are visible. The
‘Northern Horn’, [a], extends to the north-east and the ‘South-
ern Horn’, [b], extends to the east-south-east. Together they are
forming a dark V shape, [c], in the direction of the disk spin
axis (green arrow). No disk signal can be seen to be consistent
with the orientation of the disk derived from the sub-millimetre
image.

In the H band image (Fig. 1, middle panel), on the other
hand, the top side, [1], of the disk surface is clearly visible, which
is consistent with the sub-millimetre observation. The horns vis-
ible in the I band image are visible here as well, that is to say
[2] and [3], but they look sharper and are less prominent. They
still create the same dark V shape [4] along the spin axis of the
disk (green arrow). Two dark wedges separate the disk from the
horns, one in the north [5] and one in the south-east [6].

The completely different view of the disk at optical wave-
lengths compared to the near-infrared must be an optical effect
created by material located above the disk. We argue that this
effect, in combination with the horn features, could be the detec-
tion of a dusty disk wind in scattered light that absorbs photons
from the star preventing them from reaching the disk surface
at optical wavelengths while allowing the near-infrared photons
through. In Sect. 6, we explain how we built a model and tested
our hypothesis using radiative transfer modelling.

5. Measuring the horns

The disk was observed at an inclination of i = 65◦ and a position
angle of 23◦ (Long et al. 2018). To be consistent with scattered
light images, however, we used the convention where a posi-
tion angle was measured from the north anticlockwise where a
0 deg position angle is when the near-side of the disk is due west
(see Fig. A.1). With this convention, the PA became 203◦ and
all subsequent angles were measured the same way. The outer
edge of the disk was determined, by fitting an ellipse to the
ALMA observation, to ∼70 AU. This is reasonable compared
to Reff = 61 AU, which is the radius from where 90% of the
measured flux originates (Long et al. 2018).

Assuming that the brightest pixels trace the orientation of the
horns, the angle of the horns was measured in the following way.
For the ZIMPOL I band image, the two horns are located within
90 degrees of the disk normal. Therefore, annuli of a thickness of
four pixels were created with increasing radius starting outside
of the radius of the coronograph. The image was then rotated
23◦ so the disk normal pointed west and the near side of the disk
pointed east. The maximum intensity was then found by find-
ing the sum of the four horizontal pixels, due west, and bound
by the annul, rotating the image 1◦ at the time, from 0 to 90◦

anticlockwise until the largest sum was found. The rotation that
had the largest sum was then saved, and the radius of the annul
was increased to cover the next four pixels. The same proce-
dure was done clockwise between 0 and 90◦. This gave a rough
estimate of the direction of the intensity maximum along the
two horns. The procedure was then refined to an angle of ±10◦
around the found directions for each horn, and this time the
rotation was only 0.1◦, but now seeking the brightest pixel. Mea-
surements were done starting from the edge of the coronograph
to the distance from the star when the pixel intensity dropped
below a signal-to-noise ratio of three compared to the back-
ground, considering this radius to be the end of the horn. The
final angle of the horn was found by averaging the angles found
for the brightest pixels per annul. The standard deviation for the
values was then calculated.

In the IRDIS H band image, the horns have a lower con-
trast to their surroundings due to the scattered light signal of the
RY Tau disk. Therefore, the approach to find the horn direction
in the IRDIS H band image needed to be slightly different to
prevent picking up the signal from the disk, which lies within
±90◦ of the disk normal, and mistakenly identifying this with
the wedge. We therefore lowered the upper limit of rotation to
65◦ in each direction, and in this way excluded the inner 15 pix-
els of the signal from the disk. These pixels were not used when
calculating the average and standard deviation for the angles.
Otherwise, we followed the same procedure as for the ZIMPOL
measurement.

The orientation of the horns anticlockwise from north, seen
in the ZIMPOL I band image (Fig. 1, yellow arrows), were found
to be 338◦ for the Northern Horn and 243◦ for the Southern Horn
with a standard deviation of σ = 3.88 for the Northern Horn and
σ = 1.84 for the Southern Horn, respectively. The orientation
of the horns seen in the IRDIS H band image (Fig. 1, yellow
arrows) were found to be 338◦ for the Northern Horn and 245◦
for the Southern Horn, with a σ = 2.88 for the Northern Horn
and σ = 4.93 for the Southern Horn, respectively.

6. Disk modelling

To model the disk observations, we used the Monte Carlo radia-
tive transfer code MCMax3D (Min et al. 2009). In this section,
we begin by describing our model and then explaining our
choices for the disk parameters used.

6.1. Disk and disk-wind model

The geometry of the model we used is as follows (Fig. 2). The
protoplanetary disk was modelled in three components (green),
an inner ring close to the star (0.2 ≤ R ≤ 3 AU) and an outer
disk (10 ≤ R ≤ 70 AU) separated with a narrow gap (44 ≤ R ≤
47 AU). The disk wind was modelled using two components,
a wind foot (grey), which corresponds to the wind-launching
region that shadows the disk at optical wavelengths, and a wind
top (blue) of the freely expanding wind creating the horns seen
in the observations. Outside the disk that is visible in scattered
light, we assume that the disk still continues with the effect of
blocking scattered light from the bottom side of the disk.

6.2. Disks properties

Since the modelling was performed in a multi-parameter space,
we chose to fix some parameter values based on the existing
observations and literature. Here, we justify our choices for these
parameters which can be found in Table 1.
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Table 1. Parameters of the model where the disk became obscured by the wind in the I band and while still visible in the H band.

Parameter Inner Mid-zone Outer Extended Disk wind Disk wind
zone zone zone foot horns

rin (AU) 0.21 10 47 70 0.21 10
rout (AU) 3 44 70 400 30 100
Mdust (M⊙) 1 × 10−8 2 × 10−4 1.4 × 10−4 1 × 10−5 1 × 10−8 1 × 10−8

Σ ∝ r−1.0 r−1.0 r−1.0 r−1.0

ρ ∝ r−2 r−2

β 1.0 1.14 1.14 0
h (AU) 0.04 0.9 5.58 5
Rh (AU) 0.4 10 47 70

amin (µm) 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
amax (µm) 1.0 100 100 2 1 1
apow (µm) 3.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.5 3.5

θ 65 65 65 65 65 65
ϕ 113 113 113 113 113 113
Mgas/Mdust 100 100 100 100 100 100
α 1 × 10−4 1 × 10−4 1 × 10−4 1 × 10−4 1.0 1.0

Fig. 2. Model disk profile as seen in the plane of the disk. The disk
(green), the wind foot (grey), the expanding wind top (blue), and the
extended disk (black).

The general size and extent of the disk model is based on the
1.3 mm ALMA observation. It shows a disk with an outer edge
of ∼70 AU with an inner 10 AU depletion of dust. The disk is
separated by a gap at around 46 AU, which is shown by a drop
in millimetre intensity. While the ALMA observations suggest
inner disk depletion of millimetre-sized dust grains, the low res-
olution Spitzer spectra show a prominent narrow 10µm silicate
emission feature, indicating the presence of warm, small, inter
stellar medium (ISM)-like grains. The near-infrared excess sug-
gests there must be a dust component inside the 10 AU cavity that
is not resolved in the ALMA observation. Its spatial size must
either be lower than the resolution of the ALMA observation, or
the dust mass in this region must be too small to register in the

Fig. 3. SED of RY Tau model (orange). The Kurucz model (blue) was
fitted in Valegård et al. (2021) and the Spitzer spectra (red) is from the
CASSIS database (AORkey 26141184).

ALMA observation. The inner edge of this region is constrained
by K-band interferometry and must be rinner = 0.21 AU (Davies
et al. 2020). Radiative-transfer modelling from Takami et al.
(2013) shows that a scale height of 5 AU at a radius of 50 AU
matches their observations and we, not being able to estimate the
scale height from our observations, chose a similar scale height
and a modest flaring β = 1.14. Initially, we used gas-mass esti-
mates for the disk mass calculated from the 1.3 mm photometry
range from 5 × 10−2 M⊙ (Akeson et al. 2019) to 2 × 10−4 M⊙
(Mendigutía et al. 2011). By comparing the model SED to the
photometry, we adjusted the disk mass so that it reasonably fit
with the millimetre flux (see Fig. 3 and Table 1). These val-
ues fit well with the literature estimates for the disk mass. To
describe the dust grain properties, we applied the DIANA opac-
ities (Woitke et al. 2016) and set a gas-to-dust ratio of 100 for all
components. The dust density and settling parameter was set to
Σ ∝ r−1 and α = 1 × 10−4, respectively (Dullemond et al. 2018).

An outer disk component was added as a continuation of the
disk from rin = 70 AU to rout = 400 AU with a smaller scale
height than that of the flared outer zone component. This was
motivated by the observation that the bottom side of the disk is
not visible in the scattered light observations. This is consistent
with the fact that the true extent of the disks, as measured by
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CO observations, is usually much larger than the size seen in
scattered light or the ALMA continuum.

6.3. Properties of the disk wind component

To model the wind, we added a modified cone-shaped com-
ponent split into two regions (see Fig. 2). Firstly we used a
component, the wind foot, just above the disk, that casts the
I′-band shadow on the disk, and secondly we used a component,
the wind top, that allows for the shaping of the outflows visi-
ble as the two horns in the I′- and H-band observation. These
two components have the same grain properties, consisting of
small ISM-like grains, ≤1µm. As shown in the ZIMPOL obser-
vation, the extent of this component is considerable, ≥100 AU.
The wind foot has a radial extent from the inner disk zone to
30 AU. The radial extent of the wind foot was varied between
10 AU up to the outer edge of the disk at 70 AU. Theoretical
modelling by Rodenkirch & Dullemond (2022) for a disk around
a solar-mass star indicates that 90% of the dust entrained in the
wind is launched from the inner disk to about ∼30 AU, a value we
also find reasonable in our simple model. The density profile was
modelled as ∝r−2, which is consistent with spherical expansion
at a constant speed, for both components of the wind. No set-
tling was applied to the wind foot nor the wind top (i.e. α = 1).
The dust mass of the wind foot was varied from 1 × 10−9 M⊙ to
5×10−7 M⊙ to find the lower limit for when the disk became visi-
ble in the I band and a higher limit for when the disk disappeared
in the H band. A best-fitting mass for the disk was determined
by the mass when the disk disappeared in the I band.

7. Result and discussion

We find that the observations can be reproduced with a simple
disk-wind-like model of small grains elevated above the disk,
which can also explain the disappearance of the disk in the
I′ band while still being visible in the H band. Based on the
I band image, Garufi et al. (2019) argued that the horn-like fea-
tures belong to the protostellar envelope. The envelope, which
could be a part of the nearby situated nebulosity, scatters the
near-infrared photons from the much weaker disk, while allow-
ing the stronger stellar photosphere to still be visible (Garufi et al.
2019). With the orientation of the jet and the dark V shape, the
observation in the I band is reminiscent of an outflow cavity
created by the jet in this protostellar envelope.

With the addition of the new H band observations, we pro-
pose a different interpretation. The outflow from RY Tau is
well known from spectroscopy (Giovanardi et al. 1991; Babina
et al. 2016; Petrov et al. 2019; Yasui et al. 2019; Gangi et al.
2020). Recent M-band spectroscopy of the ro-vibrational CO
lines favours a ‘disk + wind’ interpretation, where the line of
sight grazes the top of the dusty wind (Banzatti et al. 2022). This
means that the observer looks through the gas column of the
wind towards the photosphere. The outflowing material creates
a highly excited blue-shifted absorption feature (9–10 km s−1),
suggesting the origin to be close to the star (Banzatti et al. 2022).
Since the disk is hidden in the I band, but visible at only slightly
longer wavelengths (in the H band), the size of the grains respon-
sible for shadowing and hiding the disk must be small (≤1µm).
We believe these grains shadowing the disk in the I band could
be grains entrained in a MHD disk wind originating from the
inner disk.

The H band observation clearly suggests that elevated mate-
rial is not present over the disk towards larger radii. We can see
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Fig. 4. Comparison of data (first line) and models (one by line).

this in the dark wedges that separate the disk from the horns,
both in the north and the west. If the elevated material is remains
of the protostellar envelope, lit by the star, one would expect
there to be no wedges between the disk and the envelope. The
hypothesis of the morphology of a disk wind fits well with
self-consistent modelling, involving a combination of MHD and
photo-evaporation, by Rodenkirch & Dullemond (2022). They
show that the majority (∼90%) of the material is launched from
the inner few tenths of AU which would produce a similar wedge
effect. In our model, we are mimicking the wedge that sepa-
rates the horns and the disk by introducing a two-component
disk-wind region. Based on the inclinations measured for the
horns and the scale height of the disk, we introduced a wind
foot responsible for the shadowing of the disk and a wind top
responsible for the visible horns. The radial extent of the wind
foot could also be seen as the region from which the disk wind
is launched.

The optical effect of the disappearing disk in the I′ band in
our model is due to the small grains in the launching region
of the wind. The introduction of a wind-foot region with ele-
vated small grains does, not only mask the stellar light from
the disk in the I′ band, but also – together with the wind top –
generate the two ‘horns’ seen in both the I′- and H-band obser-
vations (Fig. 4). In the I band, the disk is visible for a wind-dust
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mass of the wind foot 1 × 10−9 M⊙ and disappears as the mass
increases above 1 × 10−8 M⊙. The disk remains visible in the
H band until 5 × 10−8 M⊙. We therefore constrained the dust
mass in the shadowing wind foot to 1 × 10−9 M⊙ ≤ M ≤ 5 ×
10−8 M⊙. If no significant grain growth has taken place, all dust
mass is contained in small grains and well mixed to the sur-
face. In that case, a gas-to-dust ratio in the wind close to 100
is a reasonable assumption (Rodenkirch & Dullemond 2022).
Assuming a wind speed of 10 km s−1 (Banzatti et al. 2022) and
the extent of the wind components in our models (100 AU), this
would correspond to an estimated lower limit for the mass-loss
rate of ∼1 × 10−8 M⊙ yr−1. If, on the other hand, there has been
significant grain growth, then much of the grain mass is present
in large grains which will be confined to the mid-plane and not
available for entrainment into the wind and any attempt to entrain
such larger grains would not work. In this case, the gas-to-dust
ratio can be significantly larger than 100. Then the arrived dust
masses that are required to produce the scattered light and optical
depth effects would correspond to a significantly larger gas
mass-loss rate.

Theoretical disk wind models predict a symmetric outflow
in the case of disk winds (Franz et al. 2022a,b; Rodenkirch &
Dullemond 2022), while synthetic observations by Kuffmeier
et al. (2020) suggest an asymmetry in the case of infalling mate-
rial. Observations of material colliding and interacting with the
central star and disk in, for example, SU Aur (Ginski et al. 2021)
and GM Aur (Huang et al. 2021) as well as WW Cha, J1615-
1921, and DoAr 21 (Garufi et al. 2020), do indeed show a lot
of structure and asymmetries. The opening angle of the cone
shape giving rise to the horns seen in the observations is bound
by the grain size of the grains entrained in the wind. The mea-
sured semi-opening angle in the I band lobes and the H band
horns (∼43◦) correspond to a grain size of ∼1–2µm for magnet-
ically driven disk winds (Rodenkirch & Dullemond 2022). For
a magnetically launched wind, the launching angle corresponds
to an expected semi-opening angle larger than 30◦ (Blandford
& Payne 1982). Since we traced the horns using the brightest
intensity, we matched the shape of the model to reproduce the
horns in the direction of the brightest pixels. Thus, the spine of
the horn features are within and in agreement with the models
by Blandford & Payne (1982). However, this leads to the semi-
opening angle of the wind-top geometry to be ∼10◦ smaller than
this critical angle. This does not contradict the disk wind hypoth-
esis, but means that the uppermost part of the wind top can still
be shaped by the jet. The synthetic observations by Rodenkirch
& Dullemond (2022) also show material present above this criti-
cal angle for warm MHD winds. This is due to the fact that even
if the launching angle does not exceed 60◦ from the disk plane,
the wind tends to collimate towards the vertical at larger scales
(Dullemond personal communication). The close to symmetric
horn structure in the observations of RY Tau, the opening angle
and the presence of the dark wedges between the disk and the
horns, all become strong indicators that the material observed
above the disk is launched from the disk, rather than material
falling onto the disk.

The interferometric data (Davies et al. 2020) and optical
spectroscopy (Petrov et al. 2019) suggest that the inner radius of
the disk lies close to the star and that the inner disk is not com-
pletely empty. The 1.3 mm observation shows a cavity devoid
of large grains, whereas the near-infrared flux in the SED is
still high. The majority of dust in protoplanetary disks consists
of silicate grains. The silicate emission seen in the Spitzer low
resolution spectra is very strongly peaked, and the shape also

suggests that small grains are dominating the inner disk. In fact,
RY Tau has one of the strongest and most peaked 10µm silicate
emission features among the known IMTT stars (Valegård et al.
2021). In our model, however, the silicate feature is weaker than
that of the observations by Spitzer and not as strongly peaked.
One would expect this material in the inner disk to be the source
of silicate emission, but our simple model instead shows that the
small grains in the disk wind is the main contributor of 10µm
silicate emission.

The final models contain some numerical noise in the H band
images coming from stray photons that make it through the disk
and scatter in the introduced outer disk region (see Fig. 4). The
appearance of these spots is due to low photon statistics in this
region.

We compared our model and the observation with two
recent theoretical papers of disk winds. One of the papers by
Franz et al. (2022a) models a wind fully driven by extreme-
ultraviolet- (XEUV) driven photo-evaporation. The other paper
by Rodenkirch & Dullemond (2022) uses a non-ideal MHD
model of the wind while also including XEUV heating to model
PE flows. Both models assume a central star of M⋆ = 0.7 M⊙
with an X-ray luminosity of Lx = 2 × 1030 erg s−1. The PE mod-
els by Franz et al. (2022a) assume that the inner disk is cleared
of gas and dust to maximize the efficiency of photo-evaporation
by using cavity sizes of 20 and 30 AU, while in the MHD models
by Rodenkirch & Dullemond (2022) the cavity does not extend
further than 2 AU for most models. In comparison, RY Tau is
more massive (1.97 M⊙) and has a variable X-ray flux that peaks
at at least ∼1031 erg s−1 (Skinner et al. 2016). One would expect
this extra flux to increase the mass-loss rate in the wind from the
disk for both models.

However, the cavity in the disk of RY Tau in millimetre con-
tinuum is ∼10 AU, that is to say smaller than in the best case
assumed for the PE model. This means that the signal of a PE
wind would likely be even lower than predicted by Franz et al.
(2022a) in the case of RY Tau. In combination with a strong,
µm silicate emission feature as well as significant near-infrared
excess from material in the cavity (also strengthened by interfer-
ometry Davies et al. 2020), the MHD model better mimics the
observed geometry of the RY Tau system. One would therefore
be inclined to prefer the MHD model over the PE model. This
is not only supported from a geometrical point of view, but also
since the active jet of RY Tau indicates a strong magnetic field
which suggests that magneto-centrifugal disk winds are likely to
be launched from within 1 AU (Coffey et al. 2015; Garufi et al.
2019). The opening angle between the horns could correspond
to a magnetic wind having entrained dust particle sizes domi-
nated by micron to sub-micron grains (Rodenkirch & Dullemond
2022). This would be more compatible with the geometry of
the observations and with our hypothesis. We therefore find it
more likely that the wind-launching mechanism in this case is
magneto-centrifugally driven.

The ratio of the mass-loss rate through a MHD wind com-
pared to mass loss through accretion for the disk is expected
to be 0.74 ≲ Ṁwind/Ṁacc ≲ 2.3 (Hasegawa et al. 2022).
For RY Tau, with an accretion rate of 6.4–9 × 10−8 M⊙ yr−1

(Calvet et al. 2004), this would mean a mass-loss rate in the wind
of 4.7 × 10−8 M⊙ yr−1 ≲ Ṁwind ≲ 2.1 × 10−7 M⊙ yr−1, which cor-
responds fairly well with the mass-loss rate found with our sim-
ple model. Alcalá et al. (2021) measured the accretion rate of RY
Tau in a more self-consistent way to ∼3 × 10−8 M⊙ yr−1. Using
the same method as above, this led to an estimate in a mass-loss
rate of 2.22× 10−8 M⊙ yr−1 ≲ Ṁwind ≲ 6.9× 10−8 M⊙ yr−1 which
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also corresponds well to our estimates for mass loss from the
simple wind model.

The conical morphology as observed by SPHERE is reminis-
cent of recently observed, conically shaped, molecular outflows
in CO gas emission around DG Tau B (de Valon et al. 2020)
and HH30 (Louvet et al. 2018). However, no spatially resolved
gas-velocity data available for RY Tau show any similar struc-
tures. While the disk wind hypothesis is intriguing, our analysis
does not yet rule out the possibility that the optically observed
morphology around RY Tau comes from an outflow cavity
as a result of the jet. However, we note that Banzatti et al.
(2022) detected a blue-shifted CO line in absorption of about 9–
10 km s−1, which they interpret as a disk wind signal originating
from the inner disk which would be consistent with our favoured
interpretation.

RY Tau could be the first source where the presence of
a dusty disk wind has been observed in scattered light. It is
unlikely that a PE disk wind would be detected in scattered
light with SPHERE/IRDIS since the weak signal predicted for
these models would not rise above the observational noise,
which would make detection challenging. Photo-evaporative
winds might be detectable using the JWST NIRCam (Franz et al.
2022a). Disk winds should probably lie just at or below the
detection limit for most systems (Franz et al. 2022a; Rodenkirch
& Dullemond 2022). However, when viewed at a high inclina-
tion (∼65◦), the wind of RY Tau might be more easily seen as
the contrast between the disk and the wind which decreases in
nearly edge-on observations (Banzatti et al. 2022). Comparing
with the observed disks by Francis & van der Marel (2020), it
belongs to only 8% of disks with inclinations above 60◦. Con-
sidering its accretion rate, jet, X-ray luminosity, and inclination,
RY Tau is a rather unique system where several parameters could
conspire to allow the disk wind to be detected.

8. Conclusion

We present a new interpretation of the scattered light observa-
tions of the system of RY Tau. Using a simple geometric model
we show that the absence of a disk detection at optical wave-
lengths could be due to a dusty disk wind. Our conclusions are
as follows:
1. Small dust grains elevated above the disk are able to prevent

light from RY Tau to reach the disk at optical wavelengths
(I band) while allowing light to scatter in the disk at longer
wavelengths (H band). These elevated grains could be a
dusty disk wind.

2. The dust mass required, in the form of a wind-launching
region, to create this shadow effect in the disk is constrained
to 1×10−9 M⊙ ≤ M ≤ 5×10−8 M⊙, corresponding to a lower
limit of Ṁwind ≈ 1 × 10−8 M⊙ yr−1 for a disk wind with a
speed of 10 km s−1.

3. While an illuminate dust cavity cannot be ruled out with-
out measurements of the gas velocity, we argue that a
magnetically launched disk wind is the most likely scenario.

RY Tau shows that IMTT stars could be good candidates for
observing disk winds. They are massive enough to have a radi-
ation field able to efficiently ionize the surface layer and, in
this way, allow for coupling between the disk atmosphere and
wind to the magnetic field. The unique system of RY Tau shows
that chances are that more winds around IMTT stars could be
detected in scattered light if the star has a high accretion rate
(presumably connected to a high wind mass-loss rate) and highly
inclined disks (to improve the viewing geometry).
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Appendix A: Photometric data from literature and
clarification of P.A. measurment

In this appendix, we present the data used to create the SED of
RY Tau. We also clarify how the angles were measured for the
analysis of the observations.

Table A.1. Table caption for photometry

Filter Flux Reference
[Jy]

B 0.126 (Henden et al. 2015)
g′ 0.164 (Henden et al. 2015)
V 0.266 (Henden et al. 2015)
r′ 0.338 (Henden et al. 2015)
B 0.155 (Bailer-Jones 2011)
V 0.3 (Bailer-Jones 2011)
B 0.12 (Nascimbeni et al. 2016)
V 0.271 (Nascimbeni et al. 2016)
J 2.21 (Cutri et al. 2003)
H 3.68 (Cutri et al. 2003)
K 4.54 (Cutri et al. 2003)
WISE 1 6.19 (Cutri et al. 2012)
WISE 2 9.38 (Cutri et al. 2012)
WISE 3 11.7 (Cutri et al. 2012)
WISE 4 18.3 (Cutri et al. 2012)
AKARI S 9W 12.3 (Ishihara et al. 2010)
AKARI L18W 15.4 (Ishihara et al. 2010)
IRAC 4.5 µm 2.42 (Evans et al. 2003)
IRAC 5.8 µm 4.55 (Evans et al. 2003)
IRAC 8.0 µm 6.56 (Evans et al. 2003)
IRAS 12 17.5 (Abrahamyan et al. 2015)
IRAS 25 26.1 (Abrahamyan et al. 2015)
IRAS 60 15.3 (Abrahamyan et al. 2015)
IRAS 100 13.6 (Abrahamyan et al. 2015)
SMA 1.3 mm 0.192 (Andrews et al. 2013)
SMA 886 µm 0.499 (Andrews et al. 2013)
SCUBA 1.3 mm 0.229 (Mohanty et al. 2013)
SCUBA 886 µm 0.56 (Mohanty et al. 2013)
VLA 6.7 cm 1.84 × 10−4 (Dzib et al. 2015)
VLA 4 cm 2.59 × 10−4 (Dzib et al. 2015)
PACS 70 14.0 (Ribas et al. 2017)
PACS 160 9.0 (Ribas et al. 2017)
SPIRE 250 5.0 (Ribas et al. 2017)
SPIRE 350 3.2 (Ribas et al. 2017)
SPIRE 500 1.8 (Ribas et al. 2017)

Fig. A.1. Position angle measured anticlockwise from north where
P.A.=0◦ is when the near-side of the disk was located due west (top
image). In the case of RY Tau, the near side of the disk is located in the
south-east, thus P.A.= 203◦, and measured as shown by the lower image.
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